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Abstract
We construct a three-dimensional topological sigma model which is induced from a
generalized complex structure on a target generalized complex manifold. This model is
constructed from maps from a three-dimensional manifold X to an arbitrary generalized
complex manifold M . The theory is invariant under the diffeomorphism on the world
volume and the b-transformation on the generalized complex structure. Moreover the
model is manifestly invariant under the mirror symmetry.
We derive from this model the Zucchini’s two dimensional topological sigma model
with a generalized complex structure as a boundary action on ∂X. As a special case,
we obtain three dimensional realization of a WZ-Poisson manifold.
∗E-mail address: ikeda@yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp
1 Introduction
A generalized complex structure is introduced by Hitchin [1] to unify the complex and sym-
plectic geometry, and studied in detail by Gualtieri in [2].
It is found that Geometry of the N = (2, 2) supersymmetric sigma model [3] has been
formulated by a generalized Ka¨hler geometry, which is a generalization of Ka¨hler geometry
to a generalized complex geometry. Noncommutative deformation of N = 2 supersymmetric
sigma model on a Calabi-Yau manifold and its topological twisted sigma model can be de-
scribed in terms of a generalized complex structure [4][5]. [6][7][8][9] have studied a realization
of a generalized complex structure by a N = (2, 2) supersymmetric sigma model and a topo-
logical sigma model. In [10][11][12], it has been investigated that the supersymmetric SU(3)
manifolds are generalized Calabi-Yau manifolds. Since mirror symmetry is correspondence
of complex and symplectic manifolds, the generalized complex geometry is considered as a
natural framework of mirror symmetry. Mirror symmetry on a generalized complex geometry
is investigated in [13][14][15]. The relation of the generalized complex structure with the
supersymmetric Poisson sigma model has been discussed in [16].
In this paper, we propose a realization of a generalized complex structure by a three
dimensional topological sigma model (a topological membrane).
We consider that a three dimensional topological field theory is a natural framework to
analyze a generalized complex structure. Since mirror symmetry exchange A model and
B model, it seems to be natural that the model with a generalized complex structure has
M-theoretic, or membrane theoretic realization. Integrability condition of a generalized com-
plex structure is defined by a Courant bracket [17]. On the other hand, three dimensional
topological sigma model naturally has a Courant algebroid structure [18][19]. We will find
that a 3-form H in a twisted generalized complex structure is naturally introduced in three
dimensional topological sigma model.
Recently, Zucchini has constructed a two-dimensional topological sigma model induced
from a target generalized complex structure as a generalization of a Poisson sigma model [20].
However a generalized complex structure is a sufficient but not necessary condition in his
model. Our model solves this nonequivalence. Moreover we consider a direct relation of our
model with the Zucchini’s model. If we consider a three dimensional world volume X with a
two dimensional boundary Σ = ∂X , we can derive the Zucchini action as a boundary action
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on Σ of our model on X . As a special case, we can realize a WZ-Poisson sigma model [21] as
a boundary action of a three dimensional topological sigma model.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we summarize about a generalized complex
structure. In section 3, we define a model induced from a generalized complex structure. We
propose an action of a three dimensional topological sigma model with a generalized complex
structure. We also consider the action with a twisted generalized complex structure. In
section 4, we analyze the relation with the 3D nonlinear gauge theory. In section 5, we derive
the Zucchini’s two dimensional model with a generalized complex structure as a boundary
action of our model. Section 6 is conclusion and discussion.
2 Generalized Complex Structure
In this section, we summarize a generalized complex structure, based on description of section
3 in [7] and section 2 in [20].
Let M be a manifold of even dimension d with a local coordinate {φi}. We consider
the vector bundle TM ⊕ T ∗M . We consider a section X + ξ ∈ C∞(TM ⊕ T ∗M) where
X ∈ C∞(TM) and ξ ∈ C∞(T ∗M).
TM ⊕ T ∗M is equipped with a natural indefinite metric of signature (d, d) defined by
〈X + ξ, Y + η〉 = 1
2
(iXη + iY ξ), (1)
for X + ξ, Y + η ∈ C∞(TM ⊕ T ∗M), where iV is an interior product with a vector field V .
In the Cartesian coordinate (∂/∂φi, dφi), we can write the metric as follows
I =
(
0 1d
1d 0
)
, (2)
We define a Courant bracket on TM ⊕ T ∗M ,
[X + ξ, Y + η] = [X, Y ] + LXη −LY ξ − 1
2
dM(iXη − iY ξ), (3)
with X + ξ, Y + η ∈ C∞(TM ⊕T ∗M), where LV denotes Lie derivation with respect a vector
field V and dM is the exterior differential of M . This bracket is antisymmetric but do not
satisfy the Jacobi identity. We may define a so called Dorfman bracket as follows
(X + ξ) ◦ (Y + η) = [X, Y ] + LXη − iY dξ, (4)
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which satisfies the Jacobi identity but is not antisymmetric. Antisymmetrization of a Dorfman
bracket coincides with a Courant bracket.
A generalized almost complex structure J is a section of C∞(End(TM ⊕ T ∗M)), which
is an isometry of the metric 〈 , 〉, J ∗IJ = I, and satisfies
J 2 = −1. (5)
A b-transformation is an isometry defined by
exp(b)(X + ξ) = X + ξ + iXb, (6)
where b ∈ C∞(∧2T ∗M) is a 2–form. A Courant bracket is covariant under the b-transformation
[exp(b)(X + ξ), exp(b)(Y + η)] = exp(b)[X + ξ, Y + η], (7)
if the 2–form b is closed. The b-transform of J is defined by
Jˆ = exp(−b)J exp(b). (8)
J has the ±√−1 eigenbundles. Therefore we need complexification of TM⊕T ∗M , (TM⊕
T ∗M)⊗ C. The projectors on the eigenbundles are constructed by
Π± =
1
2
(1∓√−1J ). (9)
The generalized almost complex structure J is integrable if
Π∓[Π±(X + ξ),Π±(Y + η)] = 0, (10)
for any (X + ξ), (Y + η) ∈ C∞(TM ⊕T ∗M), where the bracket is the Courant bracket. Then
J is called a generalized complex structure. Integrability is equivalent to the single statement
N(X + ξ, Y + η) = 0, (11)
for all X + ξ, Y + η ∈ C∞(TM ⊕ T ∗M), where N is the generalized Nijenhuis tensor defined
by
N(X + ξ, Y + η) = [X + ξ, Y + η]− [J (X + ξ),J (Y + η)] + J [J (X + ξ), Y + η]
+J [X + ξ,J (Y + η)]. (12)
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The b-transform Jˆ of a generalized complex structure J is a generalized complex structure
if the 2–form b is closed.
We decompose a generalized almost complex structure J in coordinate form as follows
J =
(
J P
Q −J∗
)
, (13)
where J ∈ C∞(TM ⊗ T ∗M), P ∈ C∞(∧2TM), Q ∈ C∞(∧2T ∗M).
Then the condition J 2 = −1 is as follows:
J ikJ
k
j + P
ikQkj + δ
i
j = 0,
J ikP
kj + J jkP
ki = 0,
QikJ
k
j +QjkJ
k
i = 0, (14)
where
P ij + P ji = 0,
Qij +Qji = 0. (15)
The integrability condition (10) is equivalent to the following condition
Aijk = Bijk = Cijk = Dijk = 0, (16)
where
Aijk = P il∂lP jk + P jl∂lP ki + P kl∂lP ij,
Bijk = J li∂lP jk + P jl(∂iJkl − ∂lJki) + P kl∂lJ j i − ∂iJ j lP lk,
Cijk = J li∂lJkj − J lj∂lJki − Jkl∂iJ lj + Jkl∂jJ li
+P kl(∂lQij + ∂iQjl + ∂jQli),
Dijk = J li(∂lQjk + ∂kQlj) + J lj(∂lQki + ∂iQlk)
+J lk(∂lQij + ∂jQli)−Qjl∂iJ lk −Qkl∂jJ li −Qil∂kJ lj . (17)
Here ∂i is a differentiation with respect to φ
i. The b–transform is
Jˆ ij = J
i
j − P ikbkj,
Pˆ ij = P ij,
Qˆij = Qij + bikJ
k
j − bjkJki + P klbkiblj . (18)
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where bij + bji = 0.
The usual complex structures J is embedded in generalized complex structures as the
special form
J =
(
J 0
0 −J∗
)
. (19)
Indeed, one can check this form satisfies conditions, (14) and (16) if J is a complex structure.
Similarly, the usual symplectic structures Q is obtained as the special form of generalized
complex structures
J =
(
0 −Q−1
Q 0
)
. (20)
This satisfies (14) and (16) when Q is a symplectic structure, i. e. it is closed. Other exotic
examples exist. There exists manifolds which cannot support any complex or symplectic
structure, but admit generalized complex structures.
The Courant bracket on TM ⊕ T ∗M can be modified by a closed 3–form. Let H ∈
C∞(∧3T ∗M) be a closed 3–form. We define the H twisted Courant brackets by
[X + ξ, Y + η]H = [X + ξ, Y + η] + iX iYH, (21)
where X + ξ, Y + η ∈ C∞(TM ⊕ T ∗M). Under the b-transform with b a closed 2–form,
[exp(b)(X + ξ), exp(b)(Y + η)] = exp(b)[X + ξ, Y + η], (22)
holds with the brackets [ , ] replaced by [ , ]H . For a non closed b, one has
[exp(b)(X + ξ), exp(b)(Y + η)]H−dM b = exp(b)[X + ξ, Y + η]H . (23)
So, the b-transformation shifts H by the exact 3–form dMb:
Hˆ = H − dMb. (24)
One can define an H twisted generalized Nijenhuis tensor NH as follows
N(X + ξ, Y + η) = [X + ξ, Y + η]H − [J (X + ξ),J (Y + η)]H + J [J (X + ξ), Y + η]H
+J [X + ξ,J (Y + η)]H , (25)
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by using the brackets [ , ]H instead of [ , ]. A generalized almost complex structure J is H
integrable if
NH(X + ξ, Y + η) = 0, (26)
for all X + ξ, Y + η ∈ C∞(TM ⊕ T ∗M). Then we call J an H twisted generalized complex
structure.
The H integrability conditions is obtained as
AHijk = BHijk = CHijk = DHijk = 0, (27)
where
AHijk = Aijk,
BHijk = Bijk + P jlP kmHilm
CHijk = Cijk − J liP kmHjlm + J ljP kmHilm,
DHijk = Dijk −Hijk + J liJmjHklm + J ljJmkHilm + J lkJmiHjlm. (28)
3 Action and Symmetry
Let X be a three-dimensional manifold andM be a target manifold of a smooth map φ : X →
M with local coordinate expression {φi}. We also have a vector bundle TM ⊕ T ∗M over M .
We introduce Ai as a section of T ∗X ⊗φ∗(TM), and B1i as a section of T ∗X ⊗φ∗(T ∗M). We
further introduce B2i as a section of ∧2T ∗X ⊗ φ∗(T ∗M).
We propose the following action induced from a generalized complex structure:
S = S0 + S1;
S0 =
∫
X
−B2idφi +B1idAi,
S1 =
∫
X
−J ijB2iAj − P ijB2iB1j + 1
2
∂Qjk
∂φi
AiAjAk
+
1
2
(
−∂J
k
j
∂φi
+
∂Jki
∂φj
)
AiAjB1k +
1
2
∂P jk
∂φi
AiB1jB1k. (29)
(29) is represented as
S0 =
∫
X
−〈0 +B2, d(φ+ 0)〉+ 1
2
〈A+B1, d(A+B1)〉+ total derivative,
S1 =
∫
X
−〈0 +B2,J (A +B1)〉 − 1
2
〈A+B1, Ai∂J
∂φi
(A+B1)〉. (30)
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We can confirm that if J , P and Q are components of a generalized complex structure (13),
the action (29) is invariant under the following gauge transformation
δφi = J ijc
j + P ijt1j ,
δAi = dci − P jit2j +
(
−∂J
i
k
∂φj
+
∂J ij
∂φk
)
Ajck +
∂P ki
∂φj
(Ajt1k − cjB1k),
δB1i = dt1i − J jit2j +
(
∂Qjk
∂φi
+
∂Qki
∂φj
+
∂Qij
∂φk
)
Ajck
+
(
−∂J
k
j
∂φi
+
∂Jki
∂φj
)
(Ajt1k − cjB1k) + ∂P
jk
∂φi
B1jt1k,
δB2i = dt2i − ∂J
j
k
∂φi
(B2jc
k + t2jA
k)− ∂P
jk
∂φi
(B2jt1k + t2jB1k)
+
∂
∂φi
(
∂Qkl
∂φj
+
∂Qlj
∂φk
+
∂Qjk
∂φl
)
AjAkcl +
1
2
∂
∂φi
(
−∂J
m
k
∂φj
+
∂Jmj
∂φk
)
(AjAkt1m + 2A
jckB1m)
+
1
2
∂2P kl
∂φi∂φj
(2AjB1kt1l + c
jB1kB1l), (31)
where ci and t1i are 0-form gauge parameters, and t2i is a 1-form gauge parameter. We call
this model the three dimensional generalized complex sigma model. Precisely speaking, the
action (29) is gauge invariant if and only if the condition
Aijk = Bijk = Cijk = 0,
∂Dijk
∂φl
+ (ijkl cyclic) = 0, (32)
is satisfied.
We can extend the model in case of a twisted generalized complex structure H 6= 0. We
define the following action as a three dimensional topological field theory induced from a
twisted generalized complex structure:
SH = SH0 + SH1;
SH0 =
∫
X
−B2idφi +B1idAi,
SH1 =
∫
X
−J ijB2iAj − P ijB2iB1j + 1
2
(
J liHjkl +
∂Qjk
∂φi
)
AiAjAk
+
1
2
(
−P klHijl − ∂J
k
j
∂φi
+
∂Jki
∂φj
)
AiAjB1k +
1
2
∂P jk
∂φi
AiB1jB1k. (33)
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We call this model a three dimensional twisted generalized complex sigma model. (33) is
written as
S0 =
∫
X
−〈0 +B2, d(φ+ 0)〉+ 1
2
〈A+B1, d(A+B1)〉+ total derivative,
S1 =
∫
X
−〈0 +B2,J (A +B1)〉
−1
2
〈A+B1,
[(
HijkA
k 0
0 0
)
J + Ai∂J
∂φi
]
(A+B1)〉. (34)
If and only if the condition
AHijk = BHijk = CHijk = 0,
∂DHijk
∂φl
+ (ijkl cyclic) = 0, (35)
is satisfied, the action (33) is invariant under the gauge transformation
δφi = J ijc
j + P ijt1j ,
δAi = dci − P jit2j +
(
−P ilHjkl − ∂J
i
k
∂φj
+
∂J ij
∂φk
)
Ajck +
∂P ki
∂φj
(Ajt1k − cjB1k),
δB1i = dt1i − J jit2j +
(
J liHjkl + J
l
jHkil + J
l
kHijl +
∂Qjk
∂φi
+
∂Qki
∂φj
+
∂Qij
∂φk
)
Ajck
+
(
−P klHijl − ∂J
k
j
∂φi
+
∂Jki
∂φj
)
(Ajt1k − cjB1k) + ∂P
jk
∂φi
B1jt1k,
δB2i = dt2i − ∂J
j
k
∂φi
(B2jc
k + t2jA
k)− ∂P
jk
∂φi
(B2jt1k + t2jB1k)
+
∂
∂φi
(
JmjHklm + J
m
kHljm + J
m
lHjkm +
∂Qkl
∂φj
+
∂Qlj
∂φk
+
∂Qjk
∂φl
)
AjAkcl
+
1
2
∂
∂φi
(
−P lmHjkm − ∂J
m
k
∂φj
+
∂Jmj
∂φk
)
(AjAkt1m + 2A
jckB1m)
+
1
2
∂2P kl
∂φi∂φj
(2AjB1kt1l + c
jB1kB1l), (36)
We can obtain (29) as the H = 0 theory in (33). Moreover the action (33) (and (29)) is
invariant under the b-transformation (18) and (24) by simple calculation if we define the
b-transformation on the fields
φˆi = φi,
Aˆi = Ai,
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Bˆ1i = B1i + bijA
j ,
Bˆ2i = B2i − 1
2
∂bjk
∂φi
AjAk. (37)
The condition which the action is gauge invariant is notDijk = 0 but in (32), andDHijk = 0
but ∂DHijk/∂φl + (ijkl cyclic) = 0 in (35). This is because our model is b-transformation
invariant and H ijk has b-transformation ambiguity (24), that is, H is defined as a cohomology
class in H3(M) in a (twisted) generalized complex structure.
Let us consider mirror transformation in our model. Mirror transform is exchange of the
complex structure J ij and the symplectic structure P
ij and Qij .
A simplest mirror transformation m0 is exchange
J ijA
j ↔ P ijB1j,
−J j iB1j ↔ QijAj . (38)
The action (33) is invariant under this symmetry.
A general mirror transform m : TM ⊕ T ∗M → TM ⊕ T ∗M is a Z2 transformation with
m2 = 1
m(J ijA
j + P ijB1j) = J
i
jA
j + P ijB1j ,
m(−J j iB1j +QijAj) = −J j iB1j +QijAj. (39)
We can easily confirm that the action (33) is invariant under m.
4 Derivation from 3D Nonlinear Gauge Theory
In the paper [22], We have proposed 3D nonlinear BF theory as a general topological field
theory of Schwarz type in three dimension. A 3D (twisted) generalized complex sigma model
is a special model of a 3D nonlinear BF theory.
Let X be a three-dimensional manifold and M be a target manifold of a smooth map
φ : X → M with local coordinate expression {φi}. We also have a vector bundle E over M
with Aa a section of T ∗X ⊗ φ∗(E). We further introduce B1a as a section of T ∗X ⊗ φ∗(E∗)
and B2i as a section of ∧2T ∗X ⊗ φ∗(T ∗M). Hereafter, the letters a, b, · · · represent indices on
the fiber of E and i, j, · · · represent indices on M and T ∗M .
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3D nonlinear BF theory with nonlinear gauge symmetry has the following action
S = S0 + S1;
S0 =
∫
X
(
−B2idφi +B1adAa
)
,
S1 =
∫
X
(f1a
i(φ)B2iA
a + f2
ib(φ)B2iB1b +
1
6
f3abc(φ)A
aAbAc
+
1
2
f4ab
c(φ)AaAbB1c +
1
2
f5a
bc(φ)AaB1bB1c +
1
6
f6
abc(φ)B1aB1bB1c), (40)
where the structure functions f1, · · · , f6 satisfy the identities
f1e
if2
je + f2
ief1e
j = 0,
−∂f1c
i
∂φj
f1b
j +
∂f1b
i
∂φj
f1c
j + f1e
if4bc
e + f2
ief3ebc = 0,
f1b
j ∂f2
ic
∂φj
− f2jc∂f1b
i
∂φj
+ f1e
if5b
ec − f2ief4ebc = 0,
−f2jb∂f2
ic
∂φj
+ f2
jc∂f2
ib
∂φj
+ f1e
if ebc6 + f2
ief5e
bc = 0,
−f1[aj ∂f4bc]
d
∂φj
+ f2
jd∂f3abc
∂φj
+ f4e[a
df4bc]
e + f3e[abf5c]
de = 0,
−f1[aj ∂f5b]
cd
∂φj
− f2j[c∂f4ab
d]
∂φj
+ f3eabf6
ecd + f4e[a
[df5b]
c]e + f4ab
ef5e
cd = 0,
−f1aj ∂f6
bcd
∂φj
+ f2
j[b∂f5a
cd]
∂φj
+ f4ea
[bf6
cd]e + f5e
[bcf5a
d]e = 0,
−f2j[a∂f6
bcd]
∂φj
+ f6
e[abf5e
cd] = 0,
−f1[aj ∂f3bcd]
∂φj
+ f4[ab
ef3cd]e = 0. (41)
This theory has a Courant algebroid structure. A Courant algebroid [17] is a vector
bundle E →M with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form 〈· , ·〉 on the bundle, a bilinear
operation (a Dorfman bracket) ◦ on Γ(E) (the space of sections on E), and a bundle map
(called the anchor) ρ : E → TM satisfying the following properties:
1) e1 ◦ (e2 ◦ e3) = (e1 ◦ e2) ◦ e3 + e2 ◦ (e1 ◦ e3),
2) ρ(e1 ◦ e2) = [ρ(e1), ρ(e2)],
3) e1 ◦ Fe2 = F (e1 ◦ e2) + (ρ(e1)F )e2,
4) e1 ◦ e2 = 1
2
D〈e1 , e2〉,
5) ρ(e1)〈e2 , e3〉 = 〈e1 ◦ e2 , e3〉+ 〈e2 , e1 ◦ e3〉, (42)
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where e1, e2, and e3 are sections of E; F is a function on M ; D is a map from functions on
M to Γ(E) and is defined by 〈DF , e〉 = ρ(e)F .
If we take a local basis, Eq.(41) is equivalent to the relations of structure functions of a
Courant algebroid on a vector bundle E⊕E∗ overM : Symmetric bilinear form 〈· , ·〉 is defined
from the natural pairing of E and E∗. That is, 〈ea , eb〉 = 〈ea , eb〉 = 0 and 〈ea , eb〉 = δab if
{ea} is a basis of sections of E∗ and {ea} is that of E. The bilinear form ◦ and the anchor ρ
are represented as follows:
ea ◦ eb = −f5cab(φ)ec − f6abc(φ)ec,
ea ◦ eb = −f4bca(φ)ec + f5bac(φ)ec,
ea ◦ eb = −f3abc(φ)ec − f4abc(φ)ec,
ρ(ea) = −f2ia(φ) ∂
∂φi
,
ρ(ea) = −f1ai(φ) ∂
∂φi
. (43)
If we take E = TM and E∗ = T ∗M , and we set
f1j
i = −J ij ,
f2
ij = −P ij ,
f3ijk = J
l
iHjkl + J
l
jHkil + J
l
kHijl +
∂Qjk
∂φi
+
∂Qki
∂φj
+
∂Qij
∂φk
,
f4ij
k = −P klHijl − ∂J
k
j
∂φi
+
∂Jki
∂φj
,
f5i
jk =
∂P jk
∂φi
,
f6
ijk = 0, (44)
we can find that 3D nonlinear gauge theory (40) reduces to the (twisted) generalized complex
sigma model (33), and (41) reduces to (35).
5 Zucchini Model as a Boundary Action
Zucchini has proposed a topological sigma model with a generalized complex structure on two
dimensional worldsheet [20]. He has called the model the Hitchin sigma model.
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First we assume H = 0. The Zucchini’ s action is
SZ =
∫
Σ
B1idφ
i +
1
2
P ijB1iB1j +
1
2
Qijdφ
idφj + J ijB1idφ
j, (45)
where Σ is a two dimensional world sheet and φi and B1i are restricted on Σ. We consider
this model as a boundary theory. That is, we consider a three dimensional world volume X
such that Σ = ∂X , and we regard the action (45) as
SZ =
∫
X
d
(
B1idφ
i +
1
2
P ijB1iB1j +
1
2
Qijdφ
idφj + J ijB1idφ
j
)
=
∫
X
dB1idφ
i +
1
2
∂P ij
∂φk
dφkB1iB1j + P
ijdB1iB1j +
1
2
∂Qij
∂φk
dφkdφidφj
+
∂J ij
∂φk
dφkB1idφ
j + J ijdB1idφ
j. (46)
We introduce a 1-form Ai and a 2-from B2i such that A
i = dφi and B2i = −dB1i. If we
introduce two Lagrange multiplier fields, a 2-form Y2i and a 1-form Z
i, we obtain an equivalent
action
SZ =
∫
X
−B2iAi + 1
2
∂P ij
∂φk
AkB1iB1j − P ijB2iB1j + 1
2
∂Qjk
∂φi
AiAjAk
+
∂J ij
∂φk
AkB1iA
j − J ijB2iAj
+(Ai − dφi)Y2i + (B2i + dB1i)Z i. (47)
Moreover we redefine Y2i and Z
i as Y ′2i = Y2i − B2i and Z ′i = Z i − Ai. Then (47) is
SZ = Sa + SZb;
Sa =
∫
X
−Y ′2idφi + dB1iZ ′i + Y ′2iAi +B2iZ ′i +B2iAi,
SZb = S
=
∫
X
−B2idφi + dB1iAi − J ijB2iAj − P ijB2iB1j + 1
2
∂Qjk
∂φi
AiAjAk
+
1
2
(
−∂J
k
j
∂φi
+
∂Jki
∂φj
)
AiAjB1k +
1
2
∂P jk
∂φi
AiB1jB1k. (48)
SZb coincides with (a partial derivative of) our generalized complex sigma model (29) and
Sa are terms independent of a generalized complex structure. Therefore SZb and SZ are con-
structed from the same generalized complex structure. We have found that three dimensional
topological field theory equivalent to the Zucchini’s model, which is derived from the same
generalized complex structure.
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We make similar discussion for a twisted generalized complex structure with H 6= 0. From
(33), it is natural to consider the action
ST = Sa + STb;
Sa =
∫
X
−Y ′2idφi + dB1iZ ′i + Y ′2iAi +B2iZ ′i +B2iAi,
STb = SH
=
∫
X
−B2idφi +B1idAi − J ijB2iAj − P ijB2iB1j + 1
2
(
J liHjkl +
∂Qjk
∂φi
)
AiAjAk
+
1
2
(
−P klHijl − ∂J
k
j
∂φi
+
∂Jki
∂φj
)
AiAjB1k +
1
2
∂P jk
∂φi
AiB1jB1k. (49)
We rewrite the action (49) by the procedure with the modification from (48) to (45). If we
remove Y2i, Z
i, Ai and B2i by means of the equations of motion, we obtain
ST =
∫
Σ
B1idφ
i +
1
2
P ijB1iB1j +
1
2
Qijdφ
idφj + J ijB1idφ
j
+
1
2
∫
X
J liHjkldφ
idφjdφk − P klHijlB1kdφidφj, (50)
the second line in (50) is ’Wess-Zumino’ terms, which is integration on X . However these
’Wess-Zumino’ terms are different from Zucchini’s H-term. If we consider the following 3D
action as the beginning
SZH = Sa + SZHb;
Sa =
∫
X
−Y ′2idφi + dB1iZ ′i + Y ′2iAi +B2iZ ′i +B2iAi,
SZHb =
∫
X
−B2idφi +B1idAi − J ijB2iAj − P ijB2iB1j + 1
2
(
Hijk +
∂Qjk
∂φi
)
AiAjAk
+
1
2
(
−∂J
k
j
∂φi
+
∂Jki
∂φj
)
AiAjB1k +
1
2
∂P jk
∂φi
AiB1jB1k, (51)
we obtain a boundary action
SZH =
∫
Σ
B1idφ
i +
1
2
P ijB1iB1j +
1
2
Qijdφ
idφj + J ijB1idφ
j
+
1
2
∫
X
Hijkdφ
idφjdφk, (52)
which coincides with Zucchini’s proposal.
The point is b-transformation property of the action (45). The Zucchini’s action (45) is
not invariant under the b-transformation
SˆZ = SZ −
∫
Σ
bijdφ
idφj, (53)
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where the b-transformation is defined as
φˆi = φi,
Bˆ1i = B1i + bijdφ
j. (54)
The equivalent 3D action (48) also changes under the b-transformation
SˆZ = SZ − 1
2
∫
X
∂bjk
∂φi
AiAjAk − 1
2
∫
X
d(bijA
iAj), (55)
where b-transformation is defined by (18), (37) and
Yˆ ′2i =
1
2
∂bjk
∂φi
AjAk + bijdA
j − ∂bjk
∂φi
Ajdφk − J lk ∂bjl
∂φi
AjAk − P lk∂bjl
∂φi
AjB1k,
Zˆ ′i = Z ′i, (56)
however in (37), the b-transformation of B2i is changed to
Bˆ2i = B2i − d(bijAj), (57)
because of consistency with equations of motion.
Since H is closed, we can locally write H by a 2-form q on M as
Hijk =
1
3
(
∂qjk
∂φi
+
∂qki
∂φj
+
∂qij
∂φk
)
. (58)
Since there exists the
∂bjk
∂φi
AiAjAk term in (55), the H-term can be absorbed to Q by a local
b-transformation qij = bij in the action (51), and we obtain (48). In other words, the H term
in (51) is consistent up to H-exact terms as a global theory, the theory is meaningful only as
a cohomology class in H3(M). It describes gerbe gauge transformation dependence [20].
If we set Qij = J
i
j = 0 in (52), we obtain the WZ-Poisson sigma model
SWZP =
∫
Σ
B1idφ
i +
1
2
P ijB1iB1j +
1
2
∫
X
Hjkldφ
idφjdφk, (59)
and from (51), we obtain an equivalent 3D sigma model
SWZP = Sa + SWZPb;
Sa =
∫
X
−Y ′2idφi + dB1iZ ′i + Y ′2iAi +B2iZ ′i +B2iAi,
SWZPb =
∫
X
−B2idφi + dB1iAi − P ijB2iB1j + 1
2
HijkA
iAjAk
+
1
2
∂P jk
∂φi
AiB1jB1k, (60)
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6 Conclusions and Discussion
We have constructed a three-dimensional topological sigma model based on a (twisted) gen-
eralized complex structure on a target generalized complex manifold. The theory is invariant
under the diffeomorphism on the world volume, the b-transformation on the (twisted) gener-
alized complex structure and the mirror symmetries in a generalized complex geometry.
We derive the Zucchini’s two dimensional topological sigma model with a generalized com-
plex structure as a boundary action of our three dimensional action plus terms independent
of a generalized complex structure. In case of a twisted generalized complex structure, the H
term in the Zucchini action is different from our proposal, however the ’Wess-Zumino’ terms in
the Zucchini action can be generated locally by the b-transformation because Zucchini action
has a gerbe gauge transformation dependence.
This model will be useful to investigate mirror symmetry. We have analyzed only a
classical theory in this paper. It is important to investigate a quantum theory. There exist
several topological and non topological string theories with a generalized complex structure
other than the Zucchini’s model. Relations to other known theories based on a generalized
complex structure will be interesting.
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